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C    G    C    Em
In a world of contention where friendships fall apart
C    Em    D    Am    G
We have conviction to maintain open hearts
(G)                             Bm/F♯
We are forgiven much, we can’t forgive enough and
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true love straight from the source
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true love straight from the source

C    G    C    Em
We have true hope straight from the source
C    Em    D    Am    G
We have promises to calm our worried minds
(G)                             Bm/F♯
We’ve seen death, we have mourned, one day we will cry no more and
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true hope straight from the source
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true hope straight from the source
True hope, true hope

C    Em    C    Em
In a world of violence where comfort’s hard to find
C    Em    D    Am    G
We have true hope straight from the source
C    Em    D    Am    G
We have true hope straight from the source
We have true hope straight from the source

C    D    G    C    D    G    C    D    G
True hope, true hope

C    E    G    Em    Am    Bm    D
In a world of commitments that stretch us long and thin
C    D    Em    D    Am    G
We take on the challenge to daily step back in
(G)                             Bm/F♯
We’ll never give up on what this world can become and
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true faith straight from above
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true faith straight from above
Am    G    C    G    D    G
We have true faith straight from above
We have true faith straight from above

C    G    C    G    C    G    C    D    G
True faith, true hope, true love, true love
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